INSPIRED PHILANTHROPY. MAGNIFIED IMPACT.

“JFN-IL has provided us with valuable advice and key networking opportunities to philanthropists who share our passion and vision.”

Hubert and Francois Leven, Rashi Foundation

Jewish Funders Network (JFN) Israel was founded to harness the power of Israeli philanthropists to create purpose-driven, sustainable social change. It provides expertise, a network of local and international partners and strategic planning that broadens and deepens philanthropic impact.

Established in 2009, JFN Israel has grown to 400 members. It is transforming the philanthropic ecosystem in Israel through engaging its members in effective networking, group-thinking regarding specific areas of interest, conferences and programs, philanthropic collaboration and joint social ventures. At the same time, JFN Israel is shaping a new chapter in Israeli-overseas funding relationships.

JFN Israel works collectively with philanthropists to create tailored giving plans that reflect individual vision and values. It assists families to establish goals and strategies, involve family members in giving and inspire passion for an enduring philanthropic legacy.
OUR MISSION:
TO BUILD A VIBRANT, ENGAGED PHILANTHROPIC COMMUNITY IN ISRAEL.

The presence of JFN in Israel is significant, influential and far-reaching, and advances a new conversation. As a mother of three daughters who are involved in family giving, I see JFN-IL as a true partner. Their investment in advancing and developing Israel’s next generation funders will grow and flourish.

Judith Yovel Recanati

For me, JFN-IL is a network of friends and a center for information and knowledge. It is a source for partnerships between philanthropists and foundations in Israel and abroad. I see this organization as a high-quality and professional platform for advancing the world of giving in Israel.

Noa Yovel Maoz

OUR CORE VALUES:

Connectivity. Create a safe environment for members to share best practices, discuss vital issues and enhance their philanthropy.

Collaboration. Inspire collaboration based on mutual values, and ignite effective partnerships for social change.

Knowledge. Provide workshops, publications, research data and conferences to advance learning and catalyze funding.

Leadership. Cultivate cross-sector philanthropic, government and civic leadership for broad social impact.
**Advisory Services**

JFN Israel’s fee-based advisory services provide a unique value proposition for Israeli funders and overseas philanthropists who invest in Israel.

Together, we create a targeted philanthropic strategy that reflects your vision, passion and values. The result: personally rewarding, impactful giving.

JFN-IL helped us to lay the foundation for our giving in Israel. Their invaluable expertise led us to a wide network of philanthropists, foundation professionals and NGOs focused on education. Today, our strategic partnerships are making real impact.

Igal Jusidman, Keren Daniel
How we work together

**Evaluation Workshops.** We listen carefully to identify your values and interests, discuss priorities and goals for family giving, and explore intergenerational continuity.

**Mapping.** We research your primary field of interest and map all stakeholders in the field, opportunities for giving and options for making sustainable change.

**Connecting.** We connect you with other philanthropists, academics, organizations on the ground, field experts and industry leaders for informed funding decisions.

**Strategic Plan.** We work with you to develop a meaningful family giving strategy that is targeted and measurable, and includes next generation and legacy planning.

**Analysis.** We create an in-depth analysis, based on the mapping, for funders to invest in Israel and plan future funding decisions.
MEMBER SERVICES

My experience with JFN-IL includes acquiring knowledge that is tailored to philanthropists’ needs, something not to be taken for granted. I also made valuable connections, some of which have led to partnerships, others to mutual learning and still others to ongoing friendships that last for years.

Raya Strauss

Specialized Member Services

Whether you are an experienced funder or getting started on your philanthropic journey, JNF Israel offers a broad range of membership services.
With our talented and experienced team, you can scale your social impact through

**JFN Conferences.** The annual JFN International Conference is the premiere meeting place for Jewish funders to learn, connect and engage together.

**Member-to-member introductions.** We bring funders with shared visions together to create new philanthropic connections.

**Collaboration.** With our finger on the pulse of social needs and funders' values, we introduce partners and assist in building impactful collaborations.

**Networking events.** Special events that expand funder networking and introduce cutting-edge ideas and giving models.

**Member gatherings.** Intimate get-togethers for peers to learn from one another and explore dilemmas, issues and priorities.

**Learning Tours.** For funders, both in Israel and overseas, to gain wider knowledge of the landscape of giving in Israel and in Jewish communities worldwide.
JFN IN NUMBERS

- **110 FAMILIES IN ISRAEL**
- **430+ Families and Family Foundations Globally**
- **1,800+ People**
- **90% Member Retention**
- **500+ international conference participants**
- **8 Networking Events a Year**
- **95 Million shekels In New Grants to The Third Sector**
- **X6 Growth over 8 Years**
- **200+ International Member Connections**
- **8 giving levels from NIS 25k to NIS 20m+**
- **5 Next Gen Groups**
- **1 Philanthropic Community**
- **13 Funder Collaborations Facilitated by JFN**
- **100% Fast and Reliable Response to Any Question About Philanthropy In Israel**
- **200 Members from 11 Countries**

Details
As the Co-Chair of the International Board of JFN and a member of the JFN-IL Board, I am proud of the work and achievements of this organization in advancing social dialogue and as a bridge for donors all over the world.

For me, JFN-IL’s focus on collaboration, which is not common in the philanthropic world, has added value in significantly changing the way of giving and the work of Israeli and international philanthropists.

Avi Naor